Pattern Recognition for Sounds
• Pattern recognition is abstraction -continuous signal → discrete labels -an essential part of understanding?
"information extraction"
• Sound is a challenging domain -sounds can be highly variable -human listeners are extremely adept 
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Statistical Interpretation
• Observations are random variables whose distribution depends on the class:
-reflect variability in feature -reflect noise in observation -generally have to be estimated from data (rather than known in advance)
Priors and posteriors • Minimize the probability of error by choosing maximum a posteriori (MAP) class: Speech: Problems
• Natural, spontaneous speech is weird! -coarticulation -deletions -disfluencies → is word transcription even a sensible approach?
• Other major problems -speaking style, rate, accent -environment / background... 
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Why is Speech Recognition hard?
• Why not match against a set of waveforms? -waveforms are never (nearly!) the same twice -speakers minimize information/effort in speech
• Speech variability comes from many sources: -speaker-dependent (SD) recognizers must handle within-speaker variability -speaker-independent (SI) recognizers must also deal with variation between speakers -all recognizers are afflicted by background noise, variable channels → Need recognition models that: -generalize i.e. accept variations in a range, and -adapt i.e. 'tune in' to a particular variant Within-speaker variability 
